
 Product description

We are a professional safe and lock manufacturer in China.It was establlished in 2004.We make hotel safe,gun safe,deposit
safe box,underground safe,wall hidden safe,key cabinet,pistol safe,fireproof safe,file safe cabinet,waterproof safe,hotel card
lock,password door lock,fingerprint door lock,qr code lock etc.We supply quality models with reasonable prices to more than
twenty countries. 

features and technical data: 
Model:LY120B 
material:cool rooling steel plate 
ext size:325*190*50（mm） 
unit weight:1.75 kg 
unlocking way:fingerprint,key 
can deposit 120 pieces fingerprints 
FAR≤0.0001%,FRR≤0.0001% 
high quality plastic,zinc alloy locks,steel hinge,good chip.Can use for more than ten years without any problems. 
This kind of safe is suitble for people to depositing handguns,passport,cash,jewelry,watch,files etc.It can be fixed in the
car,under/at the bed,in the drawer,cabinet.
 
1.fingerprint sensing element:equip fpc scraping fingerprint sensing element,which is used fot thinkpad,HP etc.latop



computer. 
2.power supply protection:when safe is power off suddenly the fingerprints deposited can be still used. 
3.lower consumption:4xaa alkaline batteries which can be used for 12 months. 
4.hign quality material:#19 steel housing and inside memory sponge. 
5.portable: A4 size and can be put into portable case. 
6.with a satfety cable:cable is made of stainless steel and by this cable safe can be fixed in the car or bed. 
7.with emergency key,when power off safe can be opened with mechanical key.Then can change batteries.
8.try to use clear fingerprint as the manager. 
9.Put the fingerprint on it and slide slightly,dont press it. 
10.You can not delete a certain fingerpint and only can delete all. 
11.it better to input two fingerprints at least. 
12.Before power on only key can open the safe.Do not put the key in the safe itself.If the key is locked in the safe and no
power on,do not drill or open  by force.Just tell us the key number and we will post the key to you.(will charge the cost) 
accessories:elastic cord,steel cable,emergency keys,manual.







Our Team

QC SCHEDULE: 

IQC( Incoming Quality Control)
IPQC( Input Process Quality Control)
FQC( Final Quality Control)
OQC(Outgoing Quality Control)

It is a single latch lock mainly for internal door use.Can set 50 sets electronic password and also 200 pieces sensitive
cards.When battery run out you can use a battery pack for emergency.If you need a mechanical key to open please let us
know.We will add this function when production.



Certifications



Why choose us? 

1.eighteen years experience in this line.
2.Various series of safe and lock
3.Reasonable prices.
4.Prompt delivery,production time is 2 working days to 30 working days as per different models and quantity.
5.7X24 hours on line service.

FAQ: 

Q:Are you a factory or a trade company
A:we are a factory

Q:what is your moq?
A:1 piece

Q:can you offer free sample?
A:sample will be charged.Sample cost can be deducted when you order more than 120 pieces.

Q:what is your leading time?
A:7-30 days for production

Q:Can we visit your company?
A:yes you are welcome.

Q:Can we costmize ?
A:Yes

Q:Can you put our logo on products?



A:Yes just send us the design or artwork

Q:Can we mix up different models?
A:Yes you can and can discuss the quantity for each model.

Q:what is your sea port?
A:Ningbo,Shanghai or Shenzhen. 

Our Services: 

* 24 hour online in trade-manager
* We will provide you soonest reply and answer for you within 24 hours
* We will check the code number, key number for you within 24 hour as long as our customer just supply the series number
to us.
* We can make the new keys for our customers for free within 3 days, and will send the keys for you with TNT or
DHL,UPS,Fedex express which will be charge on your side.


